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VASCO’s Carré Radiator - Adds a Creative Curve

Vasco’s Carré half-round radiators in
Pure White and Carmine Red

Vasco’s innovative, curved Carré is a versatile steel radiator with straight, square tubes and
rhythmical interplay of lines - an icon in the world of designer radiators. Whatever position or
colour, this radiator makes a stylish statement in any room. Available as a half or quarter-round, the
curved Carré provides versatility for awkward spaces and is available in over 55 contemporary
shades, making it the perfect way to brighten up uninspiring corners.
Vasco developed an entirely new type of tube especially for the Carré radiator, which has optimal
heat transmission and a minimal gap. The Carré curve creates a dramatic design statement, whilst
when featured as a flat radiator, the look creates a feeling of tranquillity which is further enhanced
by the concealed and beautifully integrated collector.

The Carré is a much-lauded designer radiator, its key features include;







Rhythmic design incorporating unique square piping with minimum spacing in between
Extra heat emission with pipes at the back
Energy-saving and optimal heat emission, which is evenly distributed for maximum comfort
Comes up to temperature quickly and suitable for low temperature systems
Practical and easy to assemble thanks to the intelligent central connection
Available in various contemporary colours

The Carré half-round and quarter-round is also available with an optional towel rail and robe hook,
making it the perfect choice for bathrooms, en-suites and cloakrooms.

Vasco’s Carré radiators come with
optional matching accessories,
including a towel rail and robe
hook.

Both the Carré half and quarter-round are ingeniously shaped to fit ergonomically into their
surroundings with long, square tubes. Both the quarter round and half round come in 2 different
widths and 4 different heights from 1400mm to 2200mm high these distinctive steel radiators are
high in heat output and have a ten year guarantee.

About VASCO
Founded in 1975, VASCO offers a broad range of top quality heating and ventilation solutions
worldwide but primarily in Europe. VASCO is the undisputed market leader in decorative design
radiators both in the Benelux and its neighbouring countries. The quality brands in panel radiators
are Superia for Belgium and Brugman for Germany, France and the Netherlands. VASCO underfloor
heating systems are only marketed in Belgium. VASCO also specialises in energy-efficient and lownoise ventilation systems. VASCO has its headquarters in Dilsen, Belgium. The production plants are
located in Belgium the Netherlands and Poland. VASCO Group employs some 600 staff and is part of
the Arbonia Group. www.vasco-group.eu
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